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Consider two quantum critical Hamiltonians H and ˜H on a d-dimensional lattice that only differ in some region
R. We study the relation between holographic representations, obtained through real-space renormalization, of
their corresponding ground states |ψ〉 and | ˜ψ〉. We observe that, even though |ψ〉 and | ˜ψ〉 disagree significantly
both inside and outside region R, they still admit holographic descriptions that only differ inside the past causal
cone C(R) of region R, where C(R) is obtained by coarse-graining region R. We argue that this result follows
from a notion of directed influence in the renormalization group flow that is closely connected to the success of
Wilson’s numerical renormalization group for impurity problems. At a practical level, directed influence allows
us to exploit translation invariance when describing a homogeneous system with, e.g., an impurity, in spite of the
fact that the Hamiltonian is no longer invariant under translations.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The renormalization group (RG) [1–3], fundamental to
our conceptual understanding of quantum field theory and
critical phenomena, is also the basis of important approaches
to many-body problems. In RG methods, the microscopic
Hamiltonian of an extended system is simplified through
a sequence of coarse-graining transformations until a fixed
point of the RG flow is reached. From this scale invariant
fixed point, the universal, low-energy properties of the phase
can then be extracted. The RG is also at the core of certain
holographic constructions, where the many-body system is
regarded as the boundary of another system in one additional
dimension corresponding to the scale. A prominent example is
the AdS/CFT duality [4–6] of string theory, where a conformal
field theory (CFT) in d + 1 space-time dimensions is dual to
a gravity theory in anti-de Sitter (AdS) space-time in d + 2
dimensions.
Entanglement renormalization [7,8] is a modern formu-
lation of real-space RG for quantum systems on a lattice,
based on the removal of short-range entanglement at each
coarse-graining step. By concatenating coarse-graining trans-
formations, one obtains the multiscale entanglement renor-
malization ansatz (MERA) [9], an efficient tensor network
representation of the many-body ground state, see Fig. 1(a).
The MERA spans an additional dimension corresponding to
RG scale and is thus regarded as a lattice realization of
holography [10,11]. Importantly, this tensor network (and
generalizations thereof [12,13]) is expected to produce a
holographic description of any many-body system and, in
particular, it is not restricted to operate in the so-called
strong coupling, large-N regime that produces a weakly
coupled, semiclassical gravity dual—as required in many
practical applications of the AdS/CFT correspondence [4–6].
As a result, the MERA is a promising tool to gain insights
into the structure of holography for a generic many-body
system [11–22], regardless of whether it has, e.g., a weakly
coupled, semiclassical gravity dual. For instance, in Ref. [22],
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the authors already used the MERA to explore the modular
character of holography—namely, the possibility of building
a holographic description of a complex system by stitching
together pieces (or modules) corresponding to the holographic
description of simpler systems—and apply it to the study of
critical systems with impurities, boundaries, interfaces, and Y
junctions.
In this paper, we propose a theory of minimal updates in
holography. Specifically, we address the following question:
given the ground states |ψ〉 and | ˜ψ〉 of two Hamiltonians H
and ˜H that only differ in a region R of a d-dimensional
lattice L [23], how much do we have to modify the holo-
graphic description of |ψ〉 in order to produce a holographic
description of | ˜ψ〉? We claim that the answer to this question
can be formulated in simple geometric terms: a holographic
description for | ˜ψ〉 can be obtained by modifying that of |ψ〉
only in the causal cone C(R) of region R, where C(R) is the
part of the holographic description that traces the evolution
of the region R under coarse-graining. This claim, supported
by abundant numerical evidence [22], will be justified here
theoretically in terms of a notion of directed influence in the RG
flow, which we argue to also underpin the success of Wilson’s
numerical renormalization group (NRG) [1–3,24] for impurity
problems. Directed influence leads to an extremely compact,
accurate holographic representation of a critical system with an
impurity by minimally updating the MERA of a homogeneous
system. More generally, as argued in Ref. [22], directed
influence implies the modular character of holography.
For concreteness, let us consider a hypercubic lattice L in
d space dimensions, and a particular MERA for the ground
states |ψ〉 and | ˜ψ〉 of H and ˜H based on a coarse-graining
transformation that maps a hypercubic block of 2d sites into
one effective site, as illustrated for d = 1 in Fig. 1(a) [25]. We
emphasize that the MERA describes both the ground state of
the system and a sequence of coarse-graining transformations,
where the latter are labeled with a scale parameter s, with
s ∈ {0,1,2, . . . }. To simplify the notation, we will assume
that H is a translation invariant, quantum critical Hamiltonian
corresponding to a fixed-point of the RG flow, so that |ψ〉
is invariant both under translations and changes of scale.
Accordingly, the MERA for |ψ〉 can be completely specified
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) MERA tensor network for the ground
state |ψ〉 of a lattice Hamiltonian H in d = 1 space dimensions
(modified binary scheme of Ref. [28]). Scale and translation invari-
ance result in a compact description: two tensors (u,w) are repeated
throughout the infinite tensor network. (b) The ground state | ˜ψ〉 of
the Hamiltonian ˜H = H + H impR is represented by a MERA with the
same tensors (u,w) outside the causal cone C(R) (shaded). Inside,
scale invariance implies again a very compact description: two new
tensors (u˜,w˜) repeated throughout the semi-infinite causal cone.
(c) and (d) The same illustrations, without drawing the tensors of
the network.
by a single pair (u,w) of tensors that are repeated throughout
the entire tensor network [26–28]. (However, the proposed
minimal updates do not require translation or scale invariance.)
II. CAUSAL CONES
The causal cone C(R) of a region R of the lattice L, see
Fig. 1(b), was originally defined as the part of the holographic
tensor network that can affect the properties of the state
|ψ〉 in region R [9]. The peculiar structure of causal cones
in the MERA is the key reason why one can efficiently
compute expectation values of local observables from this
tensor network [29]. Here, we argue that the causal cone
C(R) also defines the region of the MERA that needs to be
updated in order to account for a change of the Hamiltonian
in region R, Figs. 1(c)–1(d). We emphasize that this new
role of the causal cones, of clear physical significance and
(as we will argue) ultimately connected to the existence of
different energy scales in the Hamiltonian H , is unrelated to
the computational considerations that guided the design of the
MERA [9,29]. Geometrically, the causal cone C(R) is the part
of the tensor network that contains the evolution of region R
under successive coarse-graining transformations. To further
simplify the analysis, we will assume that R is a hypercubic
region R made of 2d sites [30]. This region can be see to be
mapped into an identical hypercubic region with 2d sites under
coarse-graining transformations (see Appendix A).
III. MINIMAL UPDATE
Let us now consider the ground state | ˜ψ〉 of Hamiltonian
˜H = H + H impR , where H impR accounts for an impurity on the
hypercubic region R made of 2d sites. Our claim is that a
MERA for | ˜ψ〉 can be obtained from the MERA for the
ground state |ψ〉 in the absence of the impurity by simply
replacing, inside the causal cone C(R), the tensors (u, w) with
new tensors. Specifically, if the impurity is itself already a new
RG fixed point (e.g., a conformal defect in a CFT [31]), which
implies that | ˜ψ〉 is still scale invariant, then the entire causal
cone C(R) can be completely specified by a single new pair
(u˜, w˜) of tensors, see Fig. 1(b).
In Refs. [22,32], we have presented abundant numerical
evidence supporting the validity of the proposed minimal
update, and have argued that this construction naturally
reproduces: (i) the power-law scaling of expectation values
of local observables (e.g., of the local magnetization in the
case of a magnetic impurity) with the distance to the impurity;
and (ii) the set of new scaling operators and scaling dimensions
attached to the impurity [31]. The above compact description in
terms of just two pairs of tensors {(u,w),(u˜,w˜)}, valid even in
the thermodynamic limit, is somewhat surprising. After all, one
would expect that coarse-graining the impurity system, which
is not translation invariant, would require the use of different
coarse-graining tensors [u(x),w(x)] at different locations x of
lattice L. Accordingly, the number of variational parameters,
proportional to the number of different tensors in the MERA,
would grow linearly in the size of the system. Instead, by only
updating the causal cone C(R) [which amounts to exploiting
the translation invariance of Hamiltonian H to describe the
ground state of ˜H ] we can address an impurity system
directly in the thermodynamic limit, and thus avoid finite size
effects when extracting the universal properties of the critical
impurity [22,32].
Similar constructions are also possible for more complex
systems, including systems with a boundary, an interface or aY
junction, see Fig. 2, for which recursive application of minimal
updates leads to the modular MERA, as discussed in Ref. [22].
Below we shall argue that the validity of the proposed minimal
update follows a more fundamental property of RG flows, that
we call directed influence. In order to discuss the latter, we
must first introduce an effective lattice model that describes
the causal cone C(R).
FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Updating only the causal cone of R
also produces a simple holographic description of a scale-invariant
boundary, in terms of tensors (u,w) in the bulk and a boundary
tensor w˜, as described in Ref. [32]. More complex systems, such as
(b) an interface, and (c) a Y junction, can be similarly described by a
modular MERA, consisting of a bulk tensors (uα,wα) for each type
of material α (α = A,B, . . . ) and defect tensors (u˜,w˜) that glue the
different modules together [22].
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IV. WILSON CHAIN
We call a Wilson chain of region R, denoted LWR , the semi-
infinite, one-dimensional lattice built by coarse-graining the
d-dimensional lattice L by all the tensors in the MERA that
lay outside the causal cone C(R). More precisely, each site
of the Wilson chain LWR is uniquely labeled by a value of
the scale parameter s and it collects together all the effective
sites at scale s obtained through the above coarse-graining, see
Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). By construction, site s of LWR effectively
represents the O(2ds) sites of L located roughly at a distance
(measured in lattice spacing) 2s away from region R. Thus,
progressing from site s to site s + 1 of the Wilson chain LWR
corresponds to simultaneously increasing the length scale and
moving away from region R.
The Wilson chain is equipped with an effective Hamiltonian
HWR , obtained by coarse-graining H , of the form
HWR = h[0] +
∞∑
s=0
−shW[s,s+1]. (1)
The nearest neighbor term −shW[s,s+1] consists of a two-site
Hermitian operator hW[s,s+1] that is independent of s, multiplied
by a negative power of an amplitude  > 1, which takes
the value  = 2z, where z is the dynamic critical exponent
of H (e.g., z = 1 for Lorentz invariant quantum critical
points), see Appendix D for details and also Refs. [22,32]
for complimentary derivations of the effective Hamiltonian
for the Wilson chain.
The structure of the one-dimensional Hamiltonian HWR ,
with exponentially decaying nearest-neighbor terms, is similar
FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Tensors inside the causal cone C(R) in
d = 1 dimensions. Site s of the Wilson chain LWR corresponds to the
two effective sites at scale s. By replacing three tensors (u,w,w) with
a single tensor v, we obtain an MPS representation of the ground state
of HWR . (b) Equivalent construction in d = 2 dimensions. In this case,
12 effective sites at scale s become a single site of LWR , whereas each
MPS tensor v corresponds to five tensors (u,w,w,w,w). (c) and (d)
Directed influence: changing the Wilson chain Hamiltonian HWR on
site s∗ results in a new ground state MPS where only tensors vs for
scales s  s∗ are updated.
to that obtained by Wilson as part of his resolution of the Kondo
impurity problem—a single impurity in a three-dimensional
bath of three fermions [1–3]. However, we note that while
having a free fermion bath was key in Wilson’s derivation of
an effective one-dimensional lattice model, here we use the
MERA to (at least in principle) address nonperturbatively any
type of d-dimensional bath.
V. DIRECTED INFLUENCE
Following Wilson’s NRG method [1–3,24] (see
Appendix B), the ground state of HWR can be obtained
by identifying, progressing iteratively over s, the low-energy
subspace Hs of the first s + 1 sites of LWR ,
Hs ⊆ V0 ⊗ V1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Vs , (2)
where Vs is the vector space of site s in LWR . More specifically,
Hs is chosen (by means of a suitable energy minimization) to
be the low-energy subspace ofHs−1 ⊗ Vs and is characterized
by a linear map vs ,
vs : Hs → Hs−1 ⊗ Vs . (3)
Then the tensors {v1,v2, · · · } form a matrix product state
(MPS) [33,34] representation of the ground state of HWR .
For the present purposes, the most important feature of the
NRG method is that the low-energy subspaceHs (equivalently,
tensor vs) only depends on the restriction of the Hamiltonian
to sites {0,1, · · · ,s},
h[0] + 0hW[0,1] + −1hW[1,2] + · · · + −s+1hW[s−1,s], (4)
and not on the Hamiltonian terms related to larger length
scales. In other words, if we modify the Hamiltonian at some
site s∗, then NRG produces an MPS representation of the new
ground state where only the tensors vs for s  s∗ are modified,
see Figs. 3(c) and 3(d). That is, assuming the validity of the
NRG approach, changes in the Hamiltonian at length scale
s∗ only affect the ground-state representation at larger length
scales, a property that we refer to as directed influence in the
RG flow. We emphasize that the validity of Wilson’s NRG,
and thus also directed influence, relies heavily on the factor
−s to induce a separation of energy scales in the problem.
When such a separation of energy scales is present, then the
treatment of one energy scale at a time as prescribed by the
NRG approach can be justified from perturbation theory (see
Appendix B). In the absence of such a factor the NRG approach
would typically fail [35], such that directed influence would
also fail, and a change in the Hamiltonian at length scale
s∗ could affect the ground state representation at all length
scales s.
We are finally ready to show that the validity of the proposed
minimal update in the MERA follows from assuming the
validity of directed influence in Wilson chains. Let us modify
the Hamiltonian from H to ˜H = H + H impR to account for an
impurity, and study how the ground state MPS for different
Wilson chains (corresponding to different regions of lattice L)
must react to this change according to directed influence.
First, we notice that the effective Hamiltonian of the Wilson
chain LWR for the causal cone C(R) is modified from HWR in
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FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) The causal cones C(R) and C(S) for
two regions R and S separated by r sites become coincident at scale
s∗ ≈ log2(r). (b) MPS representation of the ground state in the Wilson
chain LWS . (c) In the presence of an impurity in region R, a minimal
update change only the tensors inside C(R). This amounts to changing
the tensors inside C(S) only at scales s  s∗. (d) Directed influence
justifies this minimal update of tensors in the MERA: Hamiltonians
HWS and ˜HWS only differ at scale s∗, and therefore the tensors in the
causal cone C(S) indeed only need to be updated at length scales
s  s∗.
Eq. (1) to
˜HWR = ˜h[0] +
∞∑
s=0
−shW[s,s+1], (5)
where ˜h[0] = h[0] + H impR includes the impurity Hamiltonian.
In this case, directed influence tells us to change all the tensors
in the MPS representation of the ground state of ˜HWR . This
is equivalent to the announced modification of all the tensors
in the causal cone C(R) of the MERA representation of the
ground state | ˜ψ〉 of ˜H .
Second, let us consider the causal cone C(S) of another
small region S of the original lattice L that is diplaced 
r
from R, and the corresponding Wilson chain LWS , see Fig. 4.
Here, we see that the effective Hamiltonians HWS and ˜HWS ,
corresponding to the homogeneous and impurity systems,
respectively, only differ at the length scale s∗ ∼ log2 |
r|, where
the causal cones C(R) and C(S) become coincident. Directed
influence implies that the MPS representations of the ground
states of HWS and ˜HWS only need to differ at scales s  s∗, i.e.,
that the tensors in C(S) at scales s < s∗, which lie outside of
the causal cone C(R), may be left unchanged. This argument
is general for any local region S, thus justifying the proposal
of minimal updates in MERA.
VI. DISCUSSION
The holographic description of a many-body system based
on real-space RG is not unique. Since the MERA is built by
concatenating several coarse-graining transformations, there
is indeed some freedom as to how we choose to coarse-
grain the system at a given length scale, provided that we
compensate for our choice when coarse-graining the system
at larger length scales. The minimal update discussed in this
paper corresponds to a particular choice of this freedom in
coarse-graining. By restricting the update to the causal cone
C(R) of regionR, an impurity that is initially localized in space
remains localized in space under coarse-graining, and this
leads to a very efficient holographic description of | ˜ψ〉 [36].
We conclude with remarks on how the structure of minimal
updates in the MERA may translate into a property of the
AdS/CFT correspondence [4–6]. It is natural to speculate
that the nonuniqueness of MERA descriptions, originating in
the freedom existing in real-space coarse-graining, is closely
related to diffeomorphism invariance in the bulk of the gravity
dual. Accordingly, the minimal updates discussed in this paper
would be possible also in the gravity dual of the AdS/CFT
correspondence after a proper choice of gauge. However,
making these ideas more concrete may first require a better
understanding of the bulk metric in the MERA [14,15].
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APPENDIX A: CAUSAL CONES IN THE MERA
In this Appendix, we describe the structure of causal cones
in the MERA. The causal cone C(R) of a local region R is
the part of the tensor network that contains the evolution of
the region under successive coarse-graining transformations.
Causal cones in MERA have a characteristic form, resulting
from the peculiar structure of the tensor network, as we now
examine.
We consider the specific MERA scheme analyzed in the
main text, namely the modified binary MERA on a one-
diemsnional lattice L [25]. Let R be a region of l0 contiguous
sites in L, and let ls be the number of effective sites contained
within the causal cone C(R) at depth s. In a single step of
the coarse-graining transformation, the disentanglers u act to
spread the support of the causal cone by at most two sites,
while the isometries w act to compress the support by roughly
a factor of two. If ls  1 sites are enclosed by the causal
cone at depth s then, under a layer of coarse graining, the
action of the isometries dominates and the support of the causal
cone shrinks by roughly a factor of two, i.e., ls+1 ≈ ls/2, see
Fig. 5(a). We refer to this as the shrinking regime of the causal
cone. Conversely, if ls = 2, then the spread of the support from
the disentanglers is exactly balanced by the shrinking of the
support from the isometries, and the causal cone remains at a
fixed width, i.e., ls+1 = ls . We refer to this as the stationary
regime of the causal cone. Thus the causal cone C(R) of a
region R ∈ L of l0  1 sites is in the shrinking regime up to
some crossover depth sc ≈ log2(l0) after which it remains in
the stationary regime, see Fig. 5(c).
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FIG. 5. (Color online) (a) A region of ls  1 sites is coarse-
grained under a layer of MERA to a smaller region of ls+1 ≈ ls/2
sites. (b) A region of ls = 2 sites is coarse-grained under a layer
of MERA to a region of equivalent width, i.e., ls+1 = ls = 2. (c) The
width of the causal cone C(R) of a regionR comprised of l0  1 sites
shrinks with increasing scale s until the crossover scale sc ≈ log2(l0)
is reached, after which it remains stationary.
APPENDIX B: THE NUMERICAL RENORMALIZATION
GROUP
In this Appendix, we review Wilson’s numerical renor-
malization group (NRG) [1–3,24]. First we recount Wilson’s
original arguments justifying the validity of the approach. Then
we describe the technical details of its implementation.
NRG is a method for computing the low-energy subspace
of a one-dimensional lattice Hamiltonian of the form
HW = h[0] +
smax∑
s=1
−shW[s−1,s], (B1)
which we shall refer to as a Wilson chain Hamiltonian.
The nearest-neighbor term −shW[s,s+1] consists of a two site
Hermitian operator hW[s,s+1] that is independent of s multiplied
by the negative power of an amplitude  > 1. Note that
this is the form of the effective Hamiltonian obtained, and
subsequently solved, by Wilson in his solution to the Kondo
impurity problem. For concreteness, we shall henceforth set
 = 10 (although the following arguments remain valid for
any  > 1) and also assume that each site s in L is associated
to a two-dimensional vector space Vs , such that hW[s,s+1] could
be represented as a 4 × 4 hermitian matrix. We further assume
that the spacing of the eigenvalues of hW is of order unity.
It is possible to understand the qualitative features of the
energy spectrum of a Wilson chain Hamiltonian just from
the peculiar form the Hamiltonian takes (without the need to
specify the local interactions hW), as we now discuss. First,
we define, for s  smax, the block Hamiltonian Hs as the part
of the original Hamiltonian HW that is supported on sites
[0,1, . . . ,s], with Hilbert space
V0 ⊗ V1 ⊗ V2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Vs , (B2)
and which consists of terms
Hs ≡ h[0] + 110h
W
[0,1] +
1
102
hW[1,2] + . . . +
1
10s
hW[s−1,s]. (B3)
FIG. 6. (Color online) (a) Approximate energy levels, from a
perturbative analysis, of the sequence of block Hamiltonians Hs
[as defined Eq. (B3)], each of which corresponds to the part of the
Wilson chain HW supported on the first s + 1 sites of the lattice.
(b) Approximate energy levels of the sequence of effective Hamil-
tonians H effs generated by NRG (fixing χ = 1), where each H effs
is obtained by projecting Hs onto a two dimensional subspace.
(c) Approximate energy levels of the sequence of effective Hamil-
tonians H effs generated by NRG (fixing χ = 2), where each H effs is
obtained by projecting Hs onto a four dimensional subspace.
Notice that the final block Hamiltonian in the series repro-
duces the full Wilson chain Hamiltonian, i.e., Hsmax = HW.
Perturbation theory can be used to gain an understanding of
the Wilson chain by treating the local couplings in HW with
small prefactors (i.e., those at greater distance s from the start
of the chain) as perturbations of the local couplings with larger
prefactors, as we now describe. By assumption, the first block
Hamiltonian, H0 ≡ h[0], has two energy levels that differ in
magnitude by order unity. The spectrum ofH1 = H0 + 110h[0,1]
can be understood by considering 110h[0,1] as a perturbation of
H0; the two energy levels of H0 are each split into two further
levels that differ by ∼ 110 . Likewise, we could then understand
the spectrum of H2 = H1 + 1102 h[1,2] by considering 110h[1,2]
as a perturbation of H1 that splits each of its energy levels by
∼ 1100 , etc. Thus the spectrum of Hs for any s, and, by extension
the full Hamiltonian HW, generically takes the form shown
in Fig. 6(a). The numerical renormalization group (NRG)
formalizes this perturbative understanding of Wilson chains
into an algorithm for their solution.
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Consider that we are interested in identifying a χ dimen-
sional subspace Hsmax of the Hilbert space of L (where χ is
some adjustable refinement parameter),
Hsmax ⊆ V0 ⊗ V1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Vsmax , (B4)
such that the Wilson chain HW, when projected onto this
subspace, is an effective Hamiltonian that retains the proper
low-energy physics of the original. The NRG algorithm allows
one to identify such a subspace through a sequence of steps;
initially a subspace of first two lattice sites is identified,
H1 ⊆ V0 ⊗ V1, (B5)
and then, sequentially for all s  smax, subspaces of larger
lattice regions are identified,
Hs ⊆ Hs−1 ⊗ Vs , (B6)
where each subspace Hs is restrained to be (at most)
χ -dimensional.
The NRG algorithm prescribes that each subspace Hs
can be chosen through consideration of only the part of the
Hamiltonian Hs that is supported on this block, ignoring
the Hamiltonian terms from outside the block. In the first
step, the subspace H1 ⊆ V0 ⊗ V1 is chosen by diagonalizing
the block Hamiltonian H1 = h[0] + 110hW[0,1] and retaining the
space spanned by its (at most) χ eigenvectors of lowest energy.
Then an isometry v1 is formed from these eigenvectors, which
serves as a mapping to the reduced Hilbert space,
v1 : H1 → V0 ⊗ V1. (B7)
We now use isometry v1 to obtain an effective block Hamil-
tonian H eff2 = v†1H2v1 for the initial block Hamiltonian H2 of
the first three lattice sites. Notice that, whereas the initial block
Hamiltonian H2 is defined on the Hilbert spaceV0 ⊗ V1 ⊗ V2,
the effective Hamiltonian H eff2 is defined on the subspace
H1 ⊗ V2.
This process is then iterated over larger blocks; one would
next identify the subspace H2 ⊆ H1 ⊗ V2 by forming an
isometry v2 from the span of the χ lowest-energy eigenvectors
of H eff2 ,
v2 : H2 → H1 ⊗ V2. (B8)
The isometry v2 can then be used to generate an effective
block Hamiltonian H eff3 = v†2v†1H3v1v2 from the original block
Hamiltonian H3, see Fig. 7(a). Alternatively, the effective
block Hamiltonian H eff3 can be obtained from the previous
block Hamiltonian H eff2 as
H eff3 ≡ v†2
(
H eff2 ⊗ I3
)
v2 + v†2
(
I1 ⊗ 1102 h
W
[2,3]
)
v2, (B9)
see also Fig. 7(b).
Likewise, in subsequent steps, for all s  smax, each effec-
tive Hamiltonian H effs (which equates to the block Hamiltonian
Hs projected onto the subspace Hs−1 ⊗ Vs) is diagonalized
and an isometry vs is formed from its χ eigenvectors of lowest
energy. The isometry projects to the subspace Hs ,
vs : Hs → Hs−1 ⊗ Vs , (B10)
FIG. 7. (Color online) (a) An effective Hamiltonian H eff3 for the
block Hamiltonian H3 is obtained by projecting it onto the sub-
space (H3 ⊗ V3) ⊆ (V0 ⊗ V1 ⊗ V2 ⊗ V3) with isometries v1 and v2.
(b) The effective Hamiltonian H effs+1 can be obtained from H effs through
addition of the local coupling hW[s,s+1] and subsequent application of
the isometry vs (obtained through diagonalization of H effs ). (c) The
mapping from the original Hilbert space to the low-energy subspace
of the Wilson chain is a product of isometries vs , which one can
recognize as a matrix product state (MPS) of bond dimension χ .
and is used to generate next effective Hamiltonian H effs+1 as
H effs+1 ≡ v†s
(
H effs ⊗ Is+1
)
vs + v†s
(
Is−1 ⊗ 110s+1 h
W
[s,s+1]
)
vs,
(B11)
see again Fig. 7(b), where Is−1 and Is+1 here denote the identity
on Hilbert spaces Hs−1 and Vs+1, respectively. Thus the NRG
algorithm generates a sequence of isometric tensors vs each,
in general, mapping from a Hilbert space of dimension 2χ to
one of dimension χ , whose product identifies the low-energy
subspace Hsmax of the Wilson chain:
v0 · v1 · . . . · vsmax : Hsmax → V0 ⊗ V1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Vsmax . (B12)
Notice that this sequence of isometries vs form a matrix
product state (MPS) of bond dimension χ , see Fig. 7(c).
A key aspect of the NRG algorithm is that the low-energy
subspace Hs of the block of the first s lattice sites is chosen
only through consideration of the part of the Hamiltonian Hs
that is supported on this block (while ignoring the Hamiltonian
terms outside of the block). As discussed in the main text, this
leads to a notion of directed influence in Wilson chains, which
justifies the proposal of minimal updates.
The validity of the NRG algorithm is justified from
perturbation theory: in identifying the low-energy subspace
of a block [consisting of the first s sites of the Wilson chain
of Eq. (B1)] only the part of the Hamiltonian within the block
need be considered as all couplings that are outside of the block
are weaker a factor of −1 (where it was assumed  > 1). In
the limit that the perturbation parameter  approaches unity,
the method becomes less effective, and typically a subspaceHs
of large local dimensionχ must be retained in order to maintain
accuracy. In his solution to the Kondo impurity problem [1–3],
where the energy scale parameter of the Wilson chain was
 = √2, Wilson retained χ > 1000 states in each effective
Hamiltonian in order to achieve an accuracy of a few percent. In
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contemporary applications of NRG [24], it is computationally
feasible to take χ at least an order of magnitude larger. If one
has  = 1 exactly, such that all local couplings are of the same
magnitude (as in the case of a homogeneous chain), then the
NRG approach is no longer justified and would likely fail [35].
APPENDIX C: SCALE INVARIANCE IN THE MODIFIED
BINARY MERA
The scale invariant MERA offers a natural representation
of the (scale-invariant) ground state of a gapless Hamiltonian
at a critical point. Here, we discuss the manifestation of scale-
invariance in a specific MERA scheme, namely the modified
binary MERA for one-dimensional systems (as introduced
in Ref. [28]), which is the one employed in this paper, see
Fig. 1(a). This scheme differs from previous implementations
of the scale-invariant MERA [27,29] in several details. Most
significantly, the coarse-graining scheme that the modified
binary MERA arises from yields effective Hamiltonians that
are translation invariant under shifts of two sites (even if
the initial Hamiltonian was invariant under shifts of a single
site), whereas previously considered schemes [27,29] yield
effective Hamiltonians that are invariant under single site
shifts. Consider a local 1D Hamiltonian H of the form
H =
∑
r even
hA[r,r+1] +
∑
r odd
hB[r,r+1], (C1)
with hA and hB two potentially different nearest-neighbor
couplings, and index r labeling position on the latticeL. Under
coarse-graining with a single layer U of the modified binary
MERA, see Fig. 8(a), the Hamiltonian H is mapped to a new
Hamiltonian, H U−→ H ′, on a coarser lattice L′, where the
FIG. 8. (Color online) (a) A single layer U of a modified binary
MERA, as depicted Fig. 1(a), is used to coarse-grain the Hamiltonian
H , as written in Eq. (C1), defined on the initial lattice L to a
new Hamiltonian H ′ defined on the coarser lattice L′. (b) The
coarse-grained coupling (hA)′ is obtained through the (disconnected)
ascending superoperator AD , see also Eq. (C3). (c) The coarse-
grained coupling (hB )′ is obtained through combination of the
left, center and right ascending superoperators, AL, AC , and AR ,
respectively, see also Eq. (C4).
new Hamiltonian H ′ is of the form
H ′ =
∑
r even
(
hA[r,r+1]
)′ + ∑
r odd
(
hB[r,r+1]
)′
, (C2)
for some new local couplings (hA)′ and (hB)′, and where
index r now labels position on L′. The new coupling (hA)′
can be obtained through use of the (disconnected) ascending
superoperator AD on hB ,
(hA)′ = AD(hB), (C3)
see Fig. 8(b), while the new coupling (hB)′ is obtained through
use of (left, center, right) ascending superoperators AL, AC ,
and AR ,
(hB)′ = AL(hA) + AC(hB) + AR(hA), (C4)
see Fig. 8(c). If the Hamiltonian H is scale invariant fixed point
of the MERA, and has had its energy spectrum shifted such
that the ground state has zero energy, i.e., such that 〈hA〉 =
〈hB〉 = 0, then the couplings transform self-similarly under
coarse-graining,
(hA)′ = hA/, (hB)′ = hB/, (C5)
i.e., such that H ′ = H/, where  = 2z with z is the dynamic
critical exponent of H (i.e. z = 1 for a Lorentz invariant
quantum critical point).
APPENDIX D: EFFECTIVE HAMILTONIAN FOR THE
WILSON CHAIN
In the main text of this manuscript, it was asserted that
the effective Hamiltonian HWR on the Wilson chain LWR ,
corresponding to the causal cone C(R) of a local region R
generically takes the form described in Eq. (1) when the
MERA describes a critical, scale-invariant state. Equation (1)
is the same form as the effective one-dimensional Hamiltonian
that Wilson obtained in his solution to the (three-dimensional)
Kondo impurity problem. Here we derive Eq. (1) explicitly
by coarse-graining a one-dimensional Hamiltonian H , that is,
a scale-invariant fixed point of the MERA (in the modified
binary scheme), and then outline how this derivation general-
izes to systems in higher dimensions, see also Refs. [22,32]
for complimentary derivations of the effective Hamiltonian for
the Wilson chain.
For a modified binary MERA defined on a 1D lattice L, we
consider the Wilson chainLWR associated to the two-site regionR ∈ L as shown in Fig. 9(a). Let χ denote the dimension of
each index connecting tensors in the MERA. Then the Wilson
chain is a semi-infinite chain where each site has a vector
space of dimension χ2, as two χ -dimensional indices cross
the surface of the causal cone between any depths [s,s + 1] in
the MERA. The tensors in the MERA that are outside of the
causal cone C(R) implement a coarse-graining transformation
UW that maps the initial Hamiltonian H into the effective
Hamiltonian HWR on the Wilson chain, see Fig. 9(b). The
effective Hamiltonian HWR can be written as
HWR =
∞∑
s=0
˜h[s,s+1](s) (D1)
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FIG. 9. (Color online) (a) The causal cone C(R) of a two-site
region R ∈ L in a modified binary MERA is shaded, and the
associated Wilson chain LWR is indicated. (b) The inhomogeneous
coarse-graining UW maps the initial Hamiltonian H , here partitioned
into shells Kz of varying size [see Eqs. (D2) and (D3)], to the effective
Hamiltonian HWR defined on the Wilson chain LWR . (c) A schematic
depiction of the coarse-graining of a term from the local Hamiltonian
K4, assuming scale invariance of the Hamiltonian H , to a local
coupling on the Wilson chain, see Eq. (D7). (d)–(f) Diagrammatic
representations of the coarse-graining described in Eq. (D8) for
s = 4,3,2. (g) A diagrammatic representation of A1(K1) = hW.
for some nearest-neighbor coupling ˜h(s) that depends ex-
plicitly on position s. We now examine how these local
couplings ˜h(s) can be computed, and derive a relationship
between couplings at different positions on the Wilson chain.
For simplicity, we shall consider only the contribution to the
effective Hamiltonian HWR that comes from the half of H that
is to the right of the region R (noting the left half yields an
identical contribution). Let us begin by rewriting the right half
of H as
H right =
∞∑
s=1
Ks, (D2)
where Ks denotes the sum of all terms in H supported on the
lattice L in the interval of sites of distance between [rs,rs+1]
to the right of R, with rs defined as
rs ≡
{
(2s+1 − 1)/3, s odd
(2s+1 − 2)/3, s even . (D3)
For instance, K1 is the sum of terms in the interval of sites at
distance [r1,r2] = [1,2] from R, which is just a single term
K1 = hB[1,2], (D4)
while K2 and K3 are the sum of terms in the intervals of
[r2,r3] = [2,5] and [r3,r4] = [5,10], respectively,
K2 = hA[2,3] + hB[3,4] + hA[4,5], (D5)
K3 = hB[5,6] + hA[6,7] + hB[7,8] + hA[8,9] + hB[9,10],
and so forth, see also Fig. 9(b). Let As denote the ascending
superoperator that implements coarse-graining of the Hamil-
tonian term Ks through one layer of the MERA [the explicit
forms of A4, A3, A2, and A1 are depicted in Figs. 9(d)–9(g)].
Then the local coupling ˜h[s,s+1](s) of the effective Hamiltonian
is obtained by coarse-graining Ks+1 a total of s + 1 times:
˜h[s,s+1](s) = (A1 ◦A2 ◦ · · · ◦As ◦As+1) (Ks+1) . (D6)
In Fig. 9(c), we depict the coarse-graining of the term K4, a
particular case of Eq. (D6), which is written as
˜h[3,4](3) = (A1 ◦A2 ◦A3 ◦A4) (K4) . (D7)
If the local Hamiltonian H is invariant under coarse-graining
with the MERA, as discussed in the previous section [see,
in particular, Eq. (C5)], then it can be seen that the K terms
transform in a precise way under coarse-graining:
As+1 (Ks+1) = 12z Ks, (D8)
for all s  1. Here, z is the dynamic critical exponent of H . If
we define hW ≡ A1 (K1) then all local couplings ˜h[s,s+1](s) of
the effective Hamiltonian HWR , as written in Eq. (D1), are all
proportionate to this hW:
˜h[s,s+1](s) = 12zs h
W
[s,s+1]. (D9)
Thus the effective Hamiltonian HWR for the Wilson chain is
consistent with that proposed in Eq. (1), with the geometric
decay of coupling strength  = 2z.
The essential features of the above derivation, which are
geometric in nature, hold for MERA defined on higher-
dimensional lattices such that they also yield effective Hamil-
tonians of the form of Eq. (1) on their corresponding Wilson
chains, as we now outline. Let us assume that we have a
d-dimensional hypercubic lattice L on which a local Hamilto-
nian H =∑h and a scale invariant MERA are defined, and
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FIG. 10. (Color online) (a) Given a MERA |ψ〉 defined on lattice
L, the causal cones C(R) and C(S) of two local regions R and S,
displaced from each other by some distance r , intersect and become
coincident after depth s ≈ log2 |r|. (b) A local operator oS supported
on S is coarse-grained under UW to a new operator oW supported
on the region of the Wilson chain LWR where C(S) intersected C(R).
(c) A local Hamiltonian H , here partitioned into pieces Kz supported
on concentric shells about R, is mapped to a coarse-grained
Hamiltonian HW on the Wilson chain. (d) The piece K4 of H ,
consisting of the sum of terms in H that are supported the shell
between r = 23 and 24 sites distant from R, is coarse-grained into a
two-body coupling hW[3,4] on the Wilson chain LWR , see also Eq. (D10).
that we would like to understand the effective Hamiltonian
HWR for the Wilson chain LWR associated to a local region R.
Given a local region S in L that is displaced by vector

r from R, the causal cones of the two regions will intersect
roughly at depth ∼ log2 |
r| (note that we are assuming that
each layer of the MERA rescales the lattice by a factor 12 in
all spatial dimensions, as with the modified binary MERA),
see Figs. 10(a) and 10(b). The depth at which the causal cones
intersect informs us the scale at which an operator oS that is
supported on S is coarse-grained onto the Wilson chain LWR
associated to region R. Thus one can partition the lattice L
into a series of concentric (hypercubic) shells Rs about the
local region R0 ≡ R, where shell Rs is roughly comprised of
all sites at a distance between 2s−1 and 2s sites away fromR0,
such that any operator that is supported on the shell Rs will
be coarse-grained to a new local operator supported on sites
[s − 1,s] of the Wilson chain LWR . Let us, as with Eq. (D2)
for the 1D MERA, rewrite the initial Hamiltonian as H =∑∞
s=0 Ks where each Ks corresponds to the sum of all the
couplings supported on the shell Rs , see Fig. 10(c). It is then
seen that the coupling ˜h[s,s+1](s) in the effective Hamiltonian
for the Wilson chain arises through s + 1 coarse-grainings of
each Ks+1, i.e.,
˜h[s,s+1](s) = (A1 ◦A2 ◦ · · · ◦As ◦As+1) (Ks+1) , (D10)
where each As represents the appropriate ascending superop-
erator that coarse-grains Ks through one layer of the MERA,
see Fig. 10(d). Roughly speaking, the term Ks+1 collects
together O(2d(s+1)) nearest neighbor terms in H , each of
which has is then coarse-grained (s + 1) times to give the
effective coupling of the Wilson chain ˜h[s,s+1](s). In a critical
system in d space dimensions, the scaling dimension of a single
Hamiltonian term is = d + z, where z is the dynamic critical
exponent of H , with z = 1 for Lorentz invariant quantum
critical points. This implies that one such term is reduced by
a factor 2− = 2−(d+z) with each coarse-graining step. Hence
the effective couplings are of the form
˜h[s,s+1](s) = −shW[s,s+1], (D11)
where the independence of hW[s,s+1] on s follows from
the invariance of H both under translations and re-scaling
FIG. 11. (Color online) (a) The ground state of the gapped
Hamiltonian H is represented by a finite correlation length MERA
|ψ〉, here with smax = 3 layers. (b) Directed influence asserts that
the ground state MERA | ˜ψ〉 for the Hamiltonian modified with a
local impurity ˜H ≡ H + H impR can possess the same tensors as |ψ〉
everywhere outside of the causal cone C(R) of the local region R.
(c) Changing the tensors within only within a causal cone C(R) of the
MERA only affects the expectation values of local observables that
are supported within the larger region S, see also Eq. (E1). (d) The
set of tensors within the causal cone of R are equivalent to an MPS
on the Wilson chain LWR , here a finite 1D lattice of four sites. (e) The
inhomogeneous coarse-graining UW maps the initial Hamiltonian
H , here partitioned into shells Ks of varying size [see Eqs. (D2)
and (D3)], to the effective Hamiltonian HW for the Wilson chain.
Notice that terms Ks for s  4 contribute only irrelevant additive
constants to the effective Hamiltonian.
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transformations, the amplitude −s results from
O(2ds) ×
(
1
2d+z
)s
≈ 2−sz = −s . (D12)
Notice that Eq. (D11) is the same as Eq. (D9), which was
derived explicitly for a one-dimensional system.
APPENDIX E: MINIMAL UPDATES IN A FINITELY
CORRELATED MERA
In the main text, we have discussed a theory of minimal
updates in the holographic description of a many-body ground
state. For simplicity, we have considered a translation invariant
system that is gapless fixed point of the RG flow, and therefore
invariant under changes of scale (as implemented by means
of discrete coarse-graining transformations). However, the
essential parts of our arguments do not rely on translation
or scale invariance, and the proposed minimal updates also
apply in the absence of such space symmetries.
In this Appendix we address the case of a gapped system
in a topologically trivial phase, where the ground state can
be described by a finitely correlated MERA [29]. A finitely
correlated MERA has a set number of layers smax, see
Fig. 11(a), and is expected to offer a good approximation to the
ground state of a gapped Hamiltonians H (in a topologically
trivial phase) when the correlation length ξ fulfills ξ < 2smax .
The justification for directed influence in finitely correlated
MERA and its consequence in permitting a minimal update
of the MERA under a local change to the Hamiltonian is
analogous to the case analyzed in the main text. However,
some implications of directed influence are different. One
difference is that modifying a finitely correlated MERA within
a causal cone C(R) only affects the ground state properties
within some localized region aroundR. Consider, for instance,
taking the expected value of a local observable o from two
different finitely correlated MERA |ψ〉 and | ˜ψ〉, each with
a fixed number smax layers, whose tensors only differ within
the causal cone C(R) of a local region R ∈ L. Here, one can
identify a larger region S ∈ L, which is defined as the set of
all sites whose causal cone intersects with C(R) [notice that
this roughly corresponds to the shell of thickness ∼ 2smax about
R, see Fig. 11(c)], such that the expectation value of any local
observable is identical between the two MERA whenever the
observable is outside the support of S, i.e.,
〈ψ |o[r]|ψ〉 = 〈 ˜ψ |o[r]| ˜ψ〉, r /∈ S (E1)
for all local observables o. Recall that, in the case of scale
invariant MERA, changing the tensors within a causal cone can
affect the expectation value of a local observable everywhere
on the lattice L. This difference arises as it is only in finitely
correlated MERA that separated regions of the lattice can be
causally disconnected, i.e., such that there is no overlap in the
respective causal cones of the regions.
Another difference in dealing with a finitely correlated
MERA is that their corresponding Wilson chains are finite 1D
lattices of (smax + 1) sites, see Fig. 11(d), as opposed to the
semi-infinite 1D lattices that arise from scale invariant MERA.
Let us examine, given a local Hamiltonian H defined on the
lattice L, the computation of the effective Hamiltonian HWR
corresponding to a local regionR ∈ L. It can be seen that only
part of the local Hamiltonian H near the region R contributes
to the effective Hamiltonian; specifically, if we once more
partition the local Hamiltonian into terms Ks supported on a
series of concentric shells, as described by Eqs. (D2) and (D3),
then it is only termsKs for s  smax that are coarse-grained into
couplings on the effective Hamiltonian HWR [whereas terms Ks
for s > smax only shift the overall energy levels of HWR by an
irrelevant constant, see Fig. 11(e)].
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